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Takoma Bluff

Top of the World Highway

Twin Mountain
5784 ft
1763 m

Mount Ernest Patty
4625 ft
1410 m

Mount Kathryn
4305 ft
1312 m

Snowy Peak
4273 ft
1302 m

Kathul Mountain
3122 ft
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5611 ft
1710 m

Arctic Dome
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Copper Mountain
6367 ft
1941 m

Cut Mountain
6435 ft
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Walcutt Mountain
5593 ft
1705 m

North Peak
5232 ft
1595 m

Glacier Mountain


Authorized National Preserve boundary
Unpaved road

Respect private property rights and obtain permission before entering the more than 300,000 acres of nonfederal lands within the preserve. Contact park headquarters for information on the location of private lands within the preserve.